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SCOPE OF VETTER PLATFORM

Where Crowdsourcing
Meets A.I. to Empower the
Crypto Investor
Vetter Platform is the first tokenized crypto research tool deriving its
knowledge-base from crowdsourcing.
We've proven the model long before developing the token, and
integrated gamification and A.I. bringing you this next-gen ecosystem
and investor-research tool for crypto presales, fairlaunches, and ICOs.
This positions Vetter as a disruptive front-runner in the cryptoresearch market— across all networks and with many applications.

PROVEN USE-CASE
Vetter's crowdsourcing model was beta-tested
thoroughly in the open market for 90-days prior to
evolving into Vetter dApp.
Here's a snapshot of results reported by real investors
who use the research-tool at Tribe 100x:
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WHAT'S CROWDSOURCING & A.I. REALLY MEAN?

PROBLEM & SOLUTION
It's time-consuming to research all the crypto presales, fair-lanches and
ICOs launching on a given day to spot the next 2x, 10x, 100x, or more.
Crowdsourcing helps solve this. It allows a large number of people to
contribute a small amount of time to research crypto projects while
giving everyone access to the collective knowledge-base. This
exponentially reduces the amount of time it takes to search for crypto
gems.
Crowdsourcing has limitations, though. How do you prevent people from
shilling and spamming so that the quality of information shared is stellar
and accurate? And how do you collate this data so the 'cream' (best
crypto projects) floats to the top?
We've combined the power of crowdsourcing with A.I. and a feature-rich
dApp to solve these problems for the first time. We added gamification—
making it fun, fast, and easy to spot crypto projects worthy of
consideration, while removing frustration for the crypto investor.

GAMIFICATION

Scoring, Ranking,
Compensation and
Incentivization
Most crypto investors are NOT trained investors. So if it's
not fun, they're probably not going to do it. That's why
we've added gamification to the research process— with
Scoring, Ranking, Compensation, and Incentivization.

COMPENSATION & INCENTIVIZATION
Vetter holders are incentivized to help the community spot crypto
gems using Vetter's unique tokenomics.
A Vetter Token holder is compensated by participating as a Voter,
Scout, or Vetter— or all three! Learn more by watching the 'Ranking
& Compensation' presentation found on this page.

GAMIFICATION
SCORING & RANKING
Vetter's comprehensive A.I. uses a scoring and ranking
system to reward users who are best at identifying
crypto projects that perform well.
The higher one's rank, the more they get paid as a
Voter, Scout, or Vetter.

DO ALL TOKEN HOLDERS HAVE TO CONTRIBUTE?
It's not required to participate as a Voter, Scout, or
Vetter to benefit from Vetter Platform.
Investors not interested in getting compensated for
contributing can still use the Platform as their #1
crypto research tool to identify crypto presales,
fairlaunches, and ICOs most worth considering.

POSITIONED TO LEAD INVESTOR RESEARCH
TOOLS MARKET ACROSS ALL CRYPTO NETWORKS
Since our A.I. and crowdsourcing model can also be
applied to micro-caps, NFTs, and other emerging
markets— investors hodl'ing Vetter can anticipate
great returns via ongoing developments.

CRYPTO PRESALE CALENDAR

SPOTTING THE 100x
When Scouts post projects to the calendar, Vetters can post
additional research-data on the project. Once the project
launches, Voters indicate if the project was successful within
a 24-hour, 7-day, 30-day, or "all-time" time-frame.
This allows investors to use the calendar to sort for projects
most likely to perform well within specific time-frames to fit
their personal investment goals— we call this feature the
Intuitive Oracle.

DASHBOARD

THE dAPP
With so much packed into one research tool, we've placed
high priority on our user-interface and the user-experience.
The dashboard incorporates scoring, ranking, voting, and
gamification to make it fun— while displaying the [scoring
and ranking] incentives for holders so they contribute to the
project by getting compensated.
This provides investors with the single best crypto research
tool on the market— accessible from one, simple, intuitive
dashboard.
Want to be FIRST to see this working
dashboard? Be sure to follow our Telegram!

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE

Video Vault
Vetter's ability to onboard new crypto investors struggling to
navigate the Defi world will greatly impact upward price
momentum.
We do it by providing simple 'how-to' videos that quickly get a
new investor set up on the BSC, or other networks (Cardano,
Solana, Matic, etc.) so they can participate in a presale,
fairlaunch, private sale, and understand the difference.
While many of us refer to YouTube for this guidance, the
mainstream doesn't know what to search for or where to start.
Vetter's Video Library makes it easy!

TOKENOMICS
CONTRIBUTOR REWARDS
ECOSYSTEM
The value of Vetter Token is directly tied to the value the
Platform brings to crypto investors— saving them time while
enhancing results.
Vetter's Tokenomics are designed to reward its crowdsourced contributors to bring investors the most advanced
research tools on the market.
Because it's tied to the tax, the amount of Vetter Token paid
to Voters, Scouts and Vetters is variable depending upon the
volume of buy and sell orders. It's also dependent on what
the Vetter A.I. determines is needed, day-to-day, to
incentivize the right behavior so we maximize the value
Vetter brings to investors.
For example, if Vetter A.I. sees that we have too many posts
on the calendar about project launches from users with
lower ranking scores— it will decrease what it's paying to
those at those lower ranking scores and shift those
resources to pay and offer more to contributors with higher
ranking scores.
Continue to next page...

TOKENOMICS
On the next page you'll see an illustration of the buy/sell
taxes associated with Vetter Token.
Because Vetter is committed to crushing the competition in
the crypto-research market, with plans to expand
immediately after launch into new markets— a 5% buy/sell
tax is committed to the Marketing/Dev wallet for ongoing
development.
The Paticipatory tax allows us to pay Voters, Scouts and
Vetters who are contributing to the dynamic process.
The Vetter Pool provides additional incentives for Vetters,
who provide a deeper analysis on the projects.
Royalty Reflections provide life-long royalties to those who
contributed value as a Scout (by loading crypto projects to
the calendar).
The Liquidity tax helps stabilize the price-floor.

See visual allocations on next pages...

TOKENOMICS

Token Distribution

Vetters' tokenomics are unlike typical BSC projects that give
reflections to all holders simply for holding the token. We believe
the perceived value of such tokenomics is running out of steam. It
is very difficult to get listed on CEX's because of it's design, and the
'hype-o-meter' is off the charts giving the BSC a negative image.
In Vetter's case, the tokenomics are straight-forward, and can be
far more easily applied to CEX's. In addition, they are in line with
the purpose of the blockchain, awarding those who bring value to
the project.

TOKENOMICS
Token Allocation
4,000,000,000 Tokens Generated
200,000,000 Founders (locked 1 yr, vested 10% per mo. after)
200,000,000 Stabilizer Pool for Diamond Hands (see this video)
654,545,455 to LP
654,545,455 to Presale Allocation
2,290,909,091 Private Allocation
*Same Token Price on Private, Presale and PancakeSwap Launch
**Extreme measures taken to stabilize price-floor at launch

MarketCap at Launch
2,475,000 with BNB at $405
* This is based on BNB at $405 on Oct 10th.
MC subject to change based on cost of BNB
$0.000618750 price per token

Presale Softcap/Hardcap
1000 SC
1000 HC
100% Locked to Liquidity for 6-months

CONTRACT
BSC Contract Address:
0x6169b3b23e57dE79a6146A2170980cEb1F83b9e0
View on BSCscan [Click here]

When purchasing a cryptocurrency that is already available on
an exchange, never send BNB (or any type of cryptocurrency)
directly to the contract address.
You can purchase Vetter token directly on PancakeSwap.

Vetter is not designed to be sent from wallet-to-wallet. You will
get taxed if you do. The reason for this is Vetter token is
designed to create a high standard of efficacy (research results)
on the platform. Without this tax, those with ill-intent could set
up multiple accounts without limits, and vote as if they
represented dozens or hundreds of people.
This would sway results on crypto projects incorrectly. If you
send the tokens from your wallet you will be taxed and there is
no way to recover these tokens. Watch Demo to see how
Vetter platform works!
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